Letters

Search and Screen Committees

To the Editor:

The artiness of the science of management was never more clearly demonstrated than in the article on "University Library Search and Screen Committees" in the July 1976 issue. In paragraph 12 (p.353) under "Strengths" the authors state, "No objective evidence was located concerning the superiority of the judgments made or the candidates appointed through search and screen committee use. . . . Nevertheless, most respondents felt such committee methods to be more successful than traditional administrative methods." [Italic mine]

My own experience with campus search and screen committees, which ranges from the search for a college president, vice president, and a school dean, as well as being rejected by a couple of search and screen committees for library directorships, leads me to the conclusion that the weaknesses far outweigh the strengths. I say this as one who long advocated such committees and still uses a highly participative procedure for recruiting staff members.

The typical search and screen committee begins by setting criteria, often with the advice of the faculty. Such criteria are so lofty in experience, education, publications, and other professional activities that few librarians below retirement age could possibly meet them. Then they advertise the position using those superperson qualifications which scare away all applicants who have a decent and desirable amount of modesty. So they receive applications mostly from those who have grand notions of their own importance or are desperate enough to apply for anything.

When the committee realizes that the criteria are too high, it is too late and too embarrassing to advertise the position again so the committee makes do with the pompous and the desperate. If by good fortune some genuinely promising but modest candidates have applied (due to someone's urging) the committee either weeds them out because they do not meet the criteria or, if they should advance to the interview stage, one member of the committee is not absolutely convinced of the applicant's perfection beyond a shadow of doubt in the interview. It takes only one member of the committee to ding a future Keyes Metcalf! So the committee becomes desperate itself and selects a sweet talker who displeases no one.

If authors Harvey and Parr want to get some objective evidence on the best method of appointment of university librarians, I suggest that they study the methods that were used to select the university library directors who have been and are now successful. But objective evidence, or the truth itself, is of little value unless it is used. Participatory management must become more than a euphemism for shifting responsibility to the members of a committee, or the science of management will not even be an art.—R. Dean Galloway, Library Director, California State College, Stanislaus.

Response

To the Editor:

We appreciate Mr. Galloway's comments on the article. His negative opinion of search and screen committees is shared by many; however, he, as well as others, continues to use them as a management technique.

While some committees carry on their work as Galloway suggests, many other patterns exist around the country. No comprehensive survey data exist which show all of the patterns or all of the policies being followed. Certainly, the "sweet talker who displeases no one," to use Galloway's phrase, often seems to be the candidate selected for the position.
Galloway's suggestion for collecting objective evidence on the best method of selecting university librarians does not seem feasible to us because defining "successful" librarians is almost impossible, and we suspect that the method by which they or any other group were initially selected would present considerable variety.—John F. Harvey and Mary Parr.

The Independent Research Library

To the Editor:

As the founder of the Women's History Research Center, a former independent research library, and an associate of the Newberry Library, I welcomed your article by William Budington in the July 1976 issue. It gives a history, a perspective to, and an understanding of our work and struggles to survive that was most refreshing and even comforting.

The funding and IRS classification problems are what "sank" us, to use his word, but not necessarily "quietly!" We have dispersed our collections and published the major ones: Women & Health/Mental Health, Women & Law, and Women's Serials on microfilm, with grants (both private and governmental). The original collections are now housed at Northwestern University's Special Collections Library (Women's Serials) and the Archive of Contemporary History at the University of Wyoming (Subject Files). Also, our collection of women's movement pamphlets is now at Princeton University.

The Women's History Research Center did maintain the library of record for the current international women's movement, as well as material on women in general, anytime/anywhere. For several years we were open to the public, especially by mail, and published many books (bibliographies/directories) on women and film and art, for instance, which are still in print.

We certainly did seek "to enlarge the sphere of human knowledge," and "supplementing academic libraries" was a virtual emergency. But our users taught us that there is no subject less narrow than women, who have affected and been affected by every issue and event. They further shaped our collections by donating their sources and completed research as well as time and money.

In turn, we believe, our very existence shaped collections elsewhere because of the demand people put on their libraries for resources about women. (Parts of our microfilm collections, for instance, are available in 200 libraries in seven countries due more to the interest of their patrons than to our work, as our grants only covered production and ended two years ago.)

To paraphrase the American Council of Learned Societies' definition of research libraries, we were once facilitating effective action on the frontier of a novel . . . field of knowledge. But soon I hope such a field will be viewed as traditional.—Laura X, Founder, Women's History Library, and President, Women's History Research Center Foundation.
NOYES DATA has developed two new techniques of vital importance to those who wish to keep abreast of rapid changes in technology and business conditions: 1) our advanced publishing systems permit us to produce durably-bound books within a few months of manuscript acceptance; 2) our modern processing plant ships all orders on the day after they are received.

HARDCOVER BOOKS—LATE 1976

TOXIC METALS—POLLUTION CONTROL AND WORKER PROTECTION by M. Sittig: This is a practical technical book about those metals and their compounds that are most likely to cause poisoning—in industry while being processed, and in the general environment while the disposal of their process-effluents is being implemented. ISBN 0-8155-0636-8; $39

HOW TO SAVE ENERGY AND CUT COSTS IN EXISTING INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS—AN ENERGY CONSERVATION MANUAL by F.S. Dubin, H.S. Mindell and S. Bloome: Offers guidelines for an organized approach toward conserving energy used for heating, cooling, ventilating, lighting, and operating machinery. Most of the savings will result from planned systematic identification of, and action on, conservation opportunities. ISBN 0-8155-0638-4; $24

CEMENT AND MORTAR ADDITIVES—SECOND EDITION by A.J. Franklin: There are setting accelerators and retarders, "plasticizers," dampproofing and antifreeze chemicals, and air-entraining agents. Shows how to manufacture and use these additives. ISBN 0-8155-0637-6; $36

SPECIALTY PAPERS by F.R. Gould: This book deals mainly with methods where the additive or preservative substances are added early in the papermaking process. Described are manufacturing methods for durable papers, security papers, absorbent papers, insulating papers, filter papers and many others, even a process for edible paper is given. ISBN 0-8155-0639-2; $32

PAPER COATINGS by D.T. Harper: Polymeric pigment binders and barrier coatings are essential for most paper goods. The art is particularly developed with respect to coating paper in order to improve its water resistance, wet and dry strengths, adsorptive capacity for printing, optical properties, etc. Over 200 processes are described. ISBN 0-8155-0640-6; $39

CONVENIENCE FOODS—RECENT TECHNOLOGY by P.M. Robbins: Concern over empty calories and emphasis on ethnic specialties have spurred research toward making these highly popular items more nutritionally sound. This book shows processes for manufacturing convenience foods. ISBN 0-8155-0641-4; $39

FOAMED PLASTICS—RECENT DEVELOPMENTS by Y.L. Meltzer: About 270 manufacturing and end use processes are described. The insulating properties of some foamed plastics are indeed exceptional and fit well into fuel-saving construction plans for low cost housing. In automobiles their use reduces the weight of the car, thus promoting fuel economy also. ISBN 0-8155-0642-2; $39
The most fundamental concept of the Bauhaus school of design was the integration of art in daily life. It sought to end the 19th century schism between the artist and the technically expert craftsman by producing a functionalist design out of the interaction of both spheres.

The Bauhaus journal documents the aims achieved: text and picture interrelate in a typographically unique way. More than just a register of Bauhaus activity, the journal reflects in word and picture the dramatic changes taking place in the concept of art and its role in an industrial society.

Muthesius, Hermann.
Stilarchitektur und Baukunst.
1 vol. Mühlheim a.d.R., 1903.

Kultur und Kunst.
Gesammelte Aufsätze über künstlerische Fragen der Gegenwart.
1 vol. Jena, 1904.

Kunstgewerbe und Architektur.
1 vol. Jena, 1907.
3 vols. in 1 clothbound SFr. 96.00

Taut, Bruno.
Die Stadtkrone.
(With contributions by Paul Scheerbart, Erich Baron and Adolf Behne).
clothbound SFr. 42.00

Schumacher, Fritz.
Das Bauschaffen der Jetztzeit und historische Überlieferung.
1 vol. Leipzig, 1901.

Streifzüge eines Architekten.
Gesammelte Aufsätze.
1 vol. Jena, 1907.
2 vols. in 1 clothbound SFr. 72.00

new publication
Bibliographie zur Architektur im 19. Jahrhundert.
Die Aufsätze in den deutschsprachigen Architekturzeitschriften 1789 - 1918.
Ed. by St. Waetzoldt, Compiled by V. Haas.
clothbound SFr. 912.00
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